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The AMFEIX Task Bounty Programme is our way of tapping into the pools of
bright, talented people we know our users have among their networks. We
want to hire skilled specialists who will contribute to driving AMFEIX toward
its goals, ultimately helping us to achieve our vision to the masses.
At AMFEIX, we know that all good relationships are built on trust, and that
referrals from users who know and trust what we do is a firm foundation
on which to build a healthy and robust working relationship. As a blockchain
pioneer, trust is also particularly important to our organisation’s success.
Having a highly skilled workforce that we can depend on is essential to
ensuring that AMFEIX operates efficiently and effectively.
The AMFEIX Task Bounty Programme allows you, the AMFEIX user, to refer
specialists from your network for one of our open job roles. If the person you
refer is successful, not only will you enjoy the warm feeling that comes with
a good deed well done, but we’ll also make sure you get a Bounty for helping
us find the stellar staff we need.
So, if you have a specialist in your network that you think might be suitable
for one of our open job roles, follow the steps below:

1.

Take a look at the AMFEIX Task Bounty Programme List to view our
current vacancies

2. If you have a specialist in your network that you think might suit one
of our roles, go to www. AMFEIX.com/contact
3. When filling out the contact form, highlight the job you are referring the
person for and – with their permission – pass on their contact details.
4. If your contact applies for the role and is successful, you’ll receive your
Bounty reward after they have completed a one-month probation period
Our current vacancies list is updated every month, so keep an eye out for
updates as they could apply to you and your network!

Open Job Roles
This section lists our open job roles along with the respective Bounty reward
for referrers
Received Applications
This section shows the number of applications currently under review for
each role

Open Job Roles
CTO of AMFEIX

3 Live Chat Support Members

Skills:

Blockchain technology
and Smart Contracts.

Skills:

Be able to work in a team to
provide live chat support for
users. Will need to be able to
be patient, accommodating
and attentive to the queries
and answer them effectively.

Location:

United Kingdom

Location:

United Kingdom

Working:

Remotely

Working:

Remotely

Salary:

Negotiable

Salary:

Negotiable

Bounty:

£5,500

Bounty:

£2,400

Applications:

1

Applications:

0

Advertising Manager

Financial & Cryptoasset Analyst

Skills:

Manage and drive
the operations of the
advertising department
as per the expectations
set out by AMFEIX.

Skills:

The ability to gather and
analyse data associated
with the foreign exchange
and Bitcoin markets and
formulate articles.

Location:

United Kingdom

Location:

United Kingdom

Working:

Remotely

Working:

Remotely

Salary:

Negotiable

Salary:

Negotiable

Bounty:

£3,700

Bounty:

£3,000

Applications:

0

Applications:

0

Economist

Frontend Website Developer

Skills:

Research, gather data,
publishable articles and
formulating procedural
manuals for departments.

Skills:

High level of competency
in HTML, CSS (including
bootstrap) and JavaScript .
UI/UX feasibility.

Location:

United Kingdom

Location:

United Kingdom

Working:

Remotely

Working:

Remotely

Salary:

Negotiable

Salary:

Negotiable

Bounty:

£2,390

Bounty:

£1,100

Applications:

0

Applications:

0

